
South Wales Dark Forces Update 

Dear S, 

I am very grateful for the input from European courts but I believe any process, legal or lay, will
be pointless and only aggravate and entrench her mother in protracting the time period into life.
The underlying problem was when the SWP attempted to snatch G just to get at me again.....My
20 year  running damages claim and their  8th June 2009 machine gun/MAPPA fabrication is
proof enough! Almost any mother could be forgiven for doing the same.

 Cardiff courts continue their ban into their 9th year, incidentally on a ‘dark forces’ whim, by
preventing  my  communications,  ‘losing’  paid  for  service  documents  on  HMP  Cardiff,  not
sending out notice of hearings or allowing my entry into any of their buildings. My local lawyer,
as predicted on a small CCRC procedure, has been well and truly shat on.

I have again spent pointless days, living in the car in London, Bristol and Birmingham trying to
find a lawyer for anything, anything at all. 

I  entered  my  102nd  law  firm,  yesterday,  with  a  choice  of  many  civil  or  criminal  simple
matters....cash up front.  The 'black list'  has my name added to it  as I  leave and quickly re-
circulated once my enquiry for help is made in what ever UK city, so far. 

Some of those in the CAA keep sending me the usual 'weasel ' words with no intention, what so
ever, of helping or repairing the damage done by Dr Tallant's arrogant++ conduct. D-Day cub,
G-KURK, is ready,  as of yesterday’s  successful Winchester test flight,  for South Africa and
Falklands but not the pilot.....'dark forces' are seeing to that.  G-KIRC will be ready in a week or
so to accompany ‘Liberty Girl 11’  but both instrumentation and tankage ‘kirkifications’ may
have to wait until Algeria.

Even in Europe I keep getting hassle at the country’s borders. When in Brittany, to sell off the
cottages and landing strip, there is always delay at each port for data scanned of the chip, to be
written down by hand, all due to South Wales Police’s continued fabricated PNC data. My visit
to Newport passport office yesterday, for example, demanding explanation confirmed my worst
fears as to my unlikelihood of entry into Africa other than 'under the radar'

I enclose a South Wales Police 'leaked' document containing only my name, spelt correctly, to be
about the only fact on the paper being correct. The rest has been systematically fabricated to
prevent my successive bail applications succeeding, to prevent preparation for my cases and to
double my last prison term without the need of parole board hearings (both sessions blocked),
court or jury. Remember, the 2014 parole board hearing, for my release, was cancelled as no
doctor in South Wales was ‘found’ prepared to contradict the now sacked  police psychiatrist’s
fabricated psychiatric report used for their application to ‘Ashworth’ me for life.

Serious abroad findings, following police repeatedly blocking my Cardiff hospital surgery while
I was in prison, are now major on my mind. Remember, three prison officers in Swansea all said,
independently of each other, they had never experienced before such a control and interference
in a prisoner’s life by their local police as was going on with me. I was allowed only one phone
number, remember, to ring out on, my sister and only that was because law, I suspect, prevented
obstruction to her foreign jurisdiction. All other phone numbers were banned by South Wales
Police.

T is doing sterling stuff and BC and I must go to see Norman tomorrow...by cub or car….who
will come as well at short notice? Could pick up MB etc en route

On  entry  to  Cardiff  yesterday  to  obtain  medical  attention,  from Newport  passport  arguing,
surprise, surprise, I was again quickly chased by police in vehicles and cornered in a car park….


